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A diploma of higher education is a special obligation to society as a whole, and a diploma 
granted by a particular university is an indelible mark that testifies to the graduate’s 
knowledge, values, and culture in their environment. This knowledge, these values, and this 
culture are not created as a result of declarations, but are a product of everyday education and 
cultivation of exemplary standards among the academic community.

The accessibility strategy presented here shows what is important to us today, why we see it fit to 
consider not only the level of our students’ knowledge, but also about the way in which it is delivered 
and acquired, the relationship of the academic community with the environment, and the impact our 
attitudes have on our stakeholders, neighbours, employers, and even families and friends�
The range of activities through which we act for accessibility, openness, and creativity goes beyond the 
six strategic areas listed here� Still, we would like to highlight the most important ones – such as the 
full accessibility of our university for people with disabilities, taking all the relevant architectural, digital, 
communication, economic, and social aspects into account�

We define openness in conjunction with obedience tor human and natural rights, mutual respect, and 
acceptance of diversity� We use language that is emotionally neutral and free of harmful stereotypes, 
so that every participant in the discourse is acknowledged and appreciated� We opt for feminatives and 
appropriate personal pronouns – used respectfully and in accordance with linguistic norms�A modern 
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university must be a breeding ground for talent and a seedbed for innovation� 
When we make improvements in the area of information technology and communications,  
we make sure that they work to the advantage of all those affected. Intensive, knowledge-rich training 
programmes let all employees, regardless of age and skill, become familiar with the latest tech 
developments and give everyone an equal chance to keep up with the rapid development  
of 21st century technology�

At the same time, we remain an alma mater in the traditional understanding of the mission  
of a university, which has remained unchanged for over a thousand years� Being a caring “nourishing 
mother” in today’s reality means unconditional acceptance for each and every graduate, acting with 
concern for their well-being, supporting them in the development of their passions and interests, and 
the ability to express genuine happiness with the independence they achieve in their professional  
and personal lives�

We have made Kozminski University  
an accessible university with the hope  
– but also with the conviction – that this  
is the right to contribute to a better future  
for the world� 
A fructibus eorum cognoscetis eos.

Professor Grzegorz Mazurek, PhD, DSc 
Rector
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Foreword
nnn

The following pages are the Accessibility Strategy of Kozminski University� It is an extensive explanation 
of what accessibility, inclusiveness, and inclusion mean to us and of what the project “Accessible  
– Open – Creative. KU as a university of equal opportunities” is about. We have tried to offer our 
vision of KU’s accessibility in a comprehensive way, referring to its key areas: architecture, support 
in education, training or procedures whose implementation seems to be essential to the better 
functioning of the entire organization�

The issue of KU’s accessibility is very much  
in line with our Sustainability Transition Strategy, 
adopted in 2021, in which we have focused on 
e�g� providing equal educational opportunities 
for all as well as on beneficial technologies and 
infrastructure� We approach the task of making 
our University as sustainable as possible very 
seriously, but also take on this challenge with 
great enthusiasm. The project “Accessible  
– Open – Creative� KU as a university of equal 
opportunities” is one of the most important 
initiatives that will help us stay on course  
for this destination�

KU Professor  
Aleksandra Przegalińska-Skierkowska  
PhD, DSc 
Vice-Rector for International Relations
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The 21st century offers so many opportunities. What these opportunities seem to have in common  
is that they all offer a vision of a happy, prosperous life. We see many colourful ads featuring healthy, 
contented people living their lives to the fullest� And this is what the world of today can be, but certainly  
not for everyone� Illness, a tragic event, sometimes congenital or acquired disabilities – such 
circumstances are significant obstacles on the way to a happy everyday life.

Our mission – as a university – is to bring 
new quality to society� That’s why today we 
want to offer special care to our students and 
employees – people with disabilities and those 
disadvantaged� Our goal is to create and become 

a friendly, accessible environment to learn  
or work. We put a lot of effort into eliminating 
architectural, procedural or psychological barriers 
that might force people to drop out of education 
or leave the job market.

A comprehensive approach to accessibility, 
translating into multifaceted, systemic, and 
coordinated measures, is necessary to make 
our university an environment where everyone 
can take full advantage of the educational 
opportunities available� These measures aim 
to improve the quality of study for people 
with special needs – including those with 
permanent or temporary mobility or perception 
difficulties. This will be achieved by improving the 
accessibility of the architecture of our premises, 
the products we offer, or the processes we have 
in place. We want to improve the qualifications 
of our staff in an extensive way, so that people 
with disabilities or those at a disadvantage have 
the right conditions to fully participate in the 
educational process� At the same time, we are 
aware that even the most reliable procedures 
cannot replace the human factor� Therefore, we 
apply a personalised, tailored approach to the 
unique needs of each of our students, working 
out the right solutions together� This is how we 
understand accessibility� Our logo is a frigate in 
the open sea� We will do our best to make sure 
that those who decide to set foot on our ship 
experience their educational adventure in a safe, 
friendly, supportive, and open environment�

Marzena Indra 
Rector’s Proxy for Accessibility
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STRATEGIC AREA 1

Activity of the  
Accessibility Unit
nnn

Strategic objective: a specialised accessibility unit suitable for KU’s size and education services 
offered as well as for the number of students and staff employed

 � KU is a university with an Interdisciplinary Team for Accessibility that deals with key areas of KU’s 
functioning in a comprehensive manner,

 � KU is a university where the Rector’s Proxy for Accessibility supervises the implementation of 
activities aimed at eliminating barriers to access to education, so that people with disabilities can 
study and work without obstacles�

 � KU is a university where an Anti-Discrimination Expert makes sure that KU operates and functions 
in line with the principles of equal treatment�
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STRATEGIC AREA 2

Architecture
nnn

Strategic objective: an accessible, architectural barrier-free  space offering a range of facilities 
suitable for people with disabilities

 � KU is a university whose premises let everyone move independently, freely, and safely�

 � KU is a university whose infrastructure is adapted to the needs of the academic community and 
enables students with disabilities to pursue education�

 � KU is a university with properly marked buildings, rooms equipped with specialised IT equipment, 
elevators with a voice announcement system and Braille signage, and automated doors�

 � KU is a safe university – equipped with blood pressure monitors, defibrillators, and evacuation 
chairs with braking systems for people with disabilities�
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STRATEGIC AREA 3

Assistive Technologies
nnn

Strategic objective: technology to enhance and develop the accessibility of existing KU-internal 
IT systems, KU websites, and KU administrative procedures

 � KU is a university that provides good access to information thanks to the implementation  
of a document digitisation system that allows fully electronic processing of student requests  
and applications�

 � KU is a university that lets students interact more easily with employees through a professional 
mentoring module�

 � KU is a university whose website content is tailored to people with special needs�
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STRATEGIC AREA 4

Procedures
nnn

Strategic objective: appropriately adapted procedures governing the implementation of KU’s 
accessibility policy, provision of equal opportunities, non-discrimination, and implementation  
of reasonable adjustments

 � KU is a university with regulations covering six strategic areas of accessibility�

 � KU is a university that has a fully updated database of procedures and documents describing  
the rules for operating and providing support to people with disabilities�

 � KU is a university where all investments are made after the accessibility unit’s approval�
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STRATEGIC AREA 5

Support in Education
nnn

Strategic objective: comprehensive and tailored support in education provided to students and 
employees with various disabilities

 � KU is a university that provides comprehensive support in education to each student from the 
beginning of their studies and enables those with special needs to benefit from an individual 
approach and develop a plan to aid them in the educational process�

 � KU is a university that provides the academic community with ad hoc assistance in day-to-day 
functioning and psychological support�

 � KU is a university that offers its students and employees activities contributing to their well-being 
and improving their quality of life�
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STRATEGIC AREA 6

Disability Awareness  
Training
nnn

Strategic objective: KU staff aware of and equipped with knowledge on accessibility and the way 
people with disabilities function

 � KU is a university whose employees are aware of the legal and psychological aspects of the process 
of pursuit of education by people with disabilities�

 � KU is a university whose faculty members are competent to work with people with different types 
of disabilities�

 � KU is a university whose administrative staff members have advanced knowledge of accessibility 
and disability, including of the relevant technology, legal aspects, psychological aspects,  
and standards of support in education�
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